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Nest Record Scheme participants gather vital information on the breeding success of Britain's birds by following the progress of individual nests.


                    
                   
                    
Every year almost 750 NRS participants monitor over 35,000 nests of different bird species in a variety of habitats. Thanks to the dedication of these volunteers, the BTO and other scientists can use the Nest Record Scheme’s unparalleled long-term dataset to assess the impacts that changes in the environment, such as habitat loss and global warming, have on the productivity of wild birds.


You can participate whether it’s by following the progress of a few nests in your local area, erecting and monitoring boxes or becoming a highly skilled nest finder. As with all BTO surveys, the welfare of birds comes first and we expect all participants to follow the Code of Conduct, a set of precautions designed to ensure that monitoring a nest does not harm or put it at risk.



	
		Want to monitor a small number of nests in your garden?


		You might prefer our simple to use garden nest recording survey, called Nesting Neighbours.

		Find out more




 
       
                                                        
                               
                


                
                

                     
                  
                    
                      
                      
                      
                        
                        
                        
                    
                                            
                    
                                                            Time / skill required

                            
                        

                        	
                                            
                                            
A few minutes on a nest in a garden to a full time project in the field.


                                        
	
                                            
                                            
Count eggs and chicks in nests by following the Code of Conduct.


                                        




                                                        	
                                        
                                        
Improve your nest-finding skills on our training courses or contact an NRS mentor.
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                                              Project timeline

                                              
	Early Feb Look out for early nesters like Long-tailed Tit
	Late Apr Most residents and migrants now nesting
	Early Sep Still time for late nesters like Goldfinch and Woodpigeon
	End Oct Records needed for early analysis of the season
	End Jan Records needed for full analysis of the season


                                            

                                
                                                                                                    
                                                                           



                                              Contributions & findings

                                              
	Climate change related to earlier egg laying
	Timing mismatches between trees, caterpillars and birds
	Climate change: from egg laying to multi-taxa modelling
	Understanding drivers of population change
	Citizen scientists help uncover mysteries behind House Sparrow population declines
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				Help us continue our vital surveys


				Increased pressure on funding is putting our surveys at risk, threatening our ability to drive positive change for the UK’s birds. We need your support.

				Donate today
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LifeCycle
                

                
      

The biannual magazine of the British & Irish Ringing Scheme and the Nest Record Scheme
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NRS Code of Conduct
                

                
      

An essential set of rules for safe and ethical nest monitoring, to be followed by all NRS volunteers
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Help and support using our online data entry system
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Results
                

                
      

See the latest results from NRS volunteers' data
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NRS Mentors
                

                
      

Get guidance from an experienced nest recorder
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Nest boxes
                

                
      

Learn about building, buying and siting boxes for different species
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   [image: ] PublicationLifeCycle issue 10, Spring 2021
This edition also includes feature articles on catching corvids, nesting in your garden and finding Blackcap nests, provides an update on the Garden CES trial, introduces readers to the wonderful w

  

  
            
  
  
  
  
  
   [image: BBS volunteer. Photograph by David Tipling] NewsBTO and COVID-19
BTO statement on participating in surveys during the Coronavirus pandemic (UPDATED 17.01.2022).

  

  



  
  
  
  
  
  
   [image: Yellowhammer, by Liz Cutting / BTO] PublicationBreeding periods of hedgerow-nesting birds in England
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